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Description
Hello Core-Team,
I have programmed a driver for dropbox. It works well and I can add images to my content elements.
While driving train I don't have internet so I have a good environment for testing this scenario. But while editing a content element
with an image from dropbox I get an exception that api.dropbox.com was not available. I think a little implementation for testing the
connection before was a good start.
In the next step I have set my dropbox storage to Offline and filelist shows a non clickable Dropbox folder. This works very well, but
when I edit my content element where an image from dropbox was implemented I get the exception again, that api.dropbox.com was
not available. Further I see that method getPublic() was called. My Driver was set as non-public so why this method was called?!?!
I think FAL in filelist works very well, but the implementation to content element still needs some love.
Stefan
Associated revisions
Revision d3a1baba - 2013-08-22 10:39 - Frans Saris
[BUGFIX] Storage is offline but is still used
Check before generating a publicUrl if storage is online.
Resolves: #49842
Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0
Change-Id: I766e337cf5e7dfcb309bbce0bbd7c4d8df733c84
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22915
Reviewed-by: Frans Saris
Tested-by: Frans Saris
Reviewed-by: Stefan Neufeind
Tested-by: Stefan Neufeind
Revision ec0a99cf - 2013-09-03 15:04 - Frans Saris
[BUGFIX] Storage is offline but is still used
Check before generating a publicUrl if storage is online.
Resolves: #49842
Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0
Change-Id: I766e337cf5e7dfcb309bbce0bbd7c4d8df733c84
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/23233
Reviewed-by: Helmut Hummel
Tested-by: Helmut Hummel
Revision 3dc13812 - 2013-09-03 15:05 - Frans Saris
[BUGFIX] Storage is offline but is still used
Check before generating a publicUrl if storage is online.
Resolves: #49842
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Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0
Change-Id: I766e337cf5e7dfcb309bbce0bbd7c4d8df733c84
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/23232
Reviewed-by: Helmut Hummel
Tested-by: Helmut Hummel

History
#1 - 2013-08-07 12:10 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22915
#2 - 2013-08-07 20:18 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22915
#3 - 2013-08-07 20:47 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 3 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22915
#4 - 2013-08-22 10:40 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/23232
#5 - 2013-08-22 10:40 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-0 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/23233
#6 - 2013-08-22 11:30 - Frans Saris
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset d3a1baba8328eed1b999b91266e99e3f51ad2444.
#7 - 2017-10-23 21:47 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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